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Abstract
 The purpose of this study was to analyze the playing patterns of defense players 
in all games in 2006 FIFA World Cup Germany™ and to utilize the results for 
coaching defense players. The sixty four games were recorded on VTR and actions 
of defense players in three defensive zones were separately analyzed.
　The analysis revealed the actions of defense players were different among the 
zones, suggesting that they selected their play according to the zones. The defense 
players of best eight teams tended to force the offense players to move either side 
and to make a pass. In contrast, those of other teams tended to allow the offense 
players to position in the center space for passing.
　These results suggested that in order to reduce lost points, it is important for 












































2006 FIFA World Cup Germany™全64試合を
対象とした。
２．調査方法


























































































（19.4 %）、 エ リ ア H-I で 14 回
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